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dared that further acquiescence would be an abdication on
Austria's part. He therefore expressed "the hope that
Germany, who herself has a great interest in damming back
the Slav flood, would stand morally solid behind Austria
in this matter; because, as far as one could see, it would
only be a question of moral support, since neither Russia
nor France wanted war. One could also therefore hope that
Serbia was only bluffing." 207
The Berlin Foreign Office assured Berchtold of the moral
support desired, and instructed Germany's diplomatic rep-
resentatives to back up Austria's efforts in preserving the
life of Albania. It urged that Sir Edward Grey use his
influence, at Belgrade and in the London Conference, to see
that the decisions of the Powers were respected, adding that,
"if the warnings of the Vienna Cabinet at Belgrade remain
unheeded, it is to be feared from the form and content of
Count Berchtold's representations in Berlin that Austria
will go ahead independently."208 But Sir Edward Grey was
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also pp. 384-396.   The Kaiser, who was absent from Berlin, was informed
of the steps taken by his Foreign Office, and approved them heartily.  But
his approval, and his remarks to Conrad (III, 470) at the Battle of Leipzig
Centennial celebration, that patience has its limits and that Austria must
soon take the sword, did not influence Berchtold in sending his ultimatum
to Serbia, as they were still unknown to him when he sent it.   For Dr.
Heinrich Kanner's errors in this connection, see the present writer's com-
ments in the Amer. Hist. Rev., XXXII, 317 ff., 944 ff, (Jan. and July, 1927),
Some weeks earlier the Kaiser had approved of Conrad's idea of the
peaceful incorporation of Serbia into the Dual Monarchy, like Bavaria
in the German Empire, rather than forcible Austrian action, because "it
would be much more advantageous for Germany, if Austria-Hungary were
united with Serbia in one structure, than if she has a South Slav state as
a neighbor who will always fall upon her rear" (Conrad, III, 431).   But
after the latest events, upon a report from the German representative at
Vienna that "the solid stand of Germany,  of which Berchtold never
doubted, strengthens him in the conviction that Serbia will heed the
eight-day time limit and not go to extremes," the Kaiser noted impul-
sively:    "That would be very much to be regretted!    Now or never!
One must finally have order and quiet down there!"   (G.P., XXXVL

